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Whether you are a new or an experienced emergency nurse, you'll find that the Emergency Nursing

Core Curriculum, 6th Edition is an essential tool for your practice. Authored by the Emergency

Nurses Association (ENA), this highly-respected resource will help you build and verify your

knowledge, develop practice standards, improve quality of care, and educate nursing staff as well

as patients and families. The Emergency Nursing Core Curriculum, 6th Edition is also the ideal

resource to help you prepare for the Certification for Emergency Nurses (CEN) exam.Authored by

ENA, you can rely on this text to be the most authoritative and up-to-date resource available.The

text's outline format and alphabetical listing of the Clinical Emergencies chapters mean you can find

the information you need - fast!The most recent CEN examination content is included to ensure that

you're prepared and confident.Nine new chapters incorporate the latest information

about:TriageComplementary and Alternative TherapiesCultural Dimensions and Emergency

NursingEnd-of-Life Issues in the Emergency DepartmentHemodynamic

MonitoringHematologic/Oncologic EmergenciesMechanism of InjuryWeapons of Mass

DestructionForensic Nursing PracticeA new unit on trauma emergencies reorganizes information

from the previous edition to help you more easily find the facts you need.More illustrations and

tables are included to enhance your understanding of key information.
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I would consider this the "Bible" of Emergency Nursing. It is respectable in that it is written and

published by the ENA (Emergency Nurses Association). It has DOZENS of contributing authors



from many different clinical/specialty backgrounds of Emergency Nursing.This book looks at the

"core" knowledge base of Emergency Nurses and puts it in one place. While it's not a "casual" read,

it is thorought. It's not written like some of those difficult "outline" books - there are actually

paragraphs devoted to each topic. The index is pretty good also so you can look up specific

references in the main text.It is a bit big and heavy. Probably not the best to carry in your work bag,

but definitely worthy of taking up the needed space on your desk.Of course all the "traditional"

content is here: cardiac, respiratory, neurology etc. Then there are more specific sections such as:

Professionalism, Toxicology, Distasters, Substance Abuse, Sexual Assault and Forensics.One of

the BEST things about this book (besides it being FRESH off the press as of Summer 2007) is that

it was written FOR Emergency Nurses BY Emergency Nurses - people who are actively involved in

Emergency Nursing care.Many of the listed authors and contributors I am familiar with via my

dealings with the ENA and I can speak to these people's authority on their given topics.Finally, this

book is so comprehensive that I have used it as my main outline when I wrote and developed my

own 2-Day CEN (Certified Emergency Nurse) exam review course. I believe this manual (in addition

to others I used) gives the most comprehensive view/curriculum/core content for Emergency Nurses

and thus it is my "Bible" as well for the CEN classes I teach. [...]

This book is great for the verteran ED nurse with outline coverage of pertinent topics. But, if you're

new to the ED, be aware that this book doesn't offer in-depth explanations.

This book is almost entirely outline format. I suppose it's nice as a reference (which is the only

reason I gave it two stars), but if you're looking for any sort of actual explanations or detail, don't

bother. I've only used it twice since I bought it - waste of money.

This book is a good companion for others, but it is not very easy to read since the entire book is

written in outline form.

I have recently transferred to ER and this manual has been most helpful. I recommended to one of

my collegues and he purchased the book.

It's ok I guess but didn't like the all question foremat. Just tell me the points I need and THE give me

some questions. But it will work if you put a little effort into it. I suggest you just read thru the

questions, get your awnser in your head. Then ONLY read the right awnser. Don't cloud the issue



with all of them explained.

This is a great book to use in the event you are looking at obtaining your CEN (Certified Emergency

Nurse) Easy to read, comprehensive and worth the little bit of money for improving your education.

Only wish there was a CD to work with...otherwise, worth it!

This book really is the gold standard, but the outline format is not displayed in a readable format on

the Kindle. I tried it on my Paperwhite and using the Kindle app. It's too bad, I really wanted to have

this book in electronic format.
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